
COSTA RICA
COMMERCIAL COFFEE MACHINE

Bean to cup

A high performance commercial coffee machine for large volume and professional catering sites, the 
Costa Rica prepares freshly ground coffees at the touch of a button. The Costa Rica is guaranteed 
for 1 million grinds and features dual dispense, ensuring high demand periods are easily met. 
Equipped with a 16g coffee brewer unit, allowing for large cups to be dispensed without compromis-
ing on machine performance. This machine also features a jug function to deliver large volumes of 
coffee for meetings, conferences and events.

- Bean to cup coffee machine
- Simple push button selection
- 8 direct drink selections
- Option for two drink sizes via a shift key
- Adjustable dispense head height
- Jug facility
- Visible bean hopper
- Compact
- Dual dispense
- Branding panel

Menu

Characteristics

Unique selling points

Americano, espresso, caffe latte, cappuccino, latte macchiato, mochaccino, chocolate, 
hot water

- Energy efficient
- Dispense time of 25-35 seconds
- Water connection for fresh and waste water 
electronically controlled
- Dual dispense
- Simple to clean and maintain
- Capacities / Volumes:
  Coffee beans - 200 cups
  Milk powder -  7 litres
  Chocolate - 7 litres
  180-240 cups of coffee per hour
  28 litres of hot water per hour
- Optional Double grinder
- 16g coffee brewer
 

320 550

810

Dimensions

Finish

Colours

Exterior in white and black gloss

Gloss powder coated

W - 320mm, H - 810mm, D - 550mm

Power

230 V, 50 Hz, 13 A, 3 kW

Weight

50 kg

Hot-Start System - Unique heating system, creates perfect hot coffee from the very 
first cup.

Quali Control System - Excellent taste is guaranteed by automatic quality control of 
the grinder along with automatic adjustment of grinding and brewing times.

W: www.swissmadecoffeemachines.com                               T:  0870 243 3033


